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Westinghouse the teacher?
the medic?
the builder?
the crime fighter?
the urban planner?
the ecologist?

You can be sure ... if it's Westinghouse®

Westinghouse Learning Corporation has launched a
computerized teaching system that lets each child
learn at his own rate.

Our studies for the Defense Department will lead
to the "hospital of the '70s," and a level of efficiency
and economy unknown today.

Houses? We're not talking about the thousands of
units completed or under construction. We're talking
about the new plant we're building to mass-produce
modular houses.

Our computer-based information systems improve
police efficiency, speed up court administration.
We're marketing electronic security systems for
homes and plants.

We've developed waste-disposal units for neigh-

borhoods, sewage treatment plants for cities, a
smokeless refuse plant that reclaims rather than
destroys.

We're transforming 16 square miles of Florida into
a new city. It's the bellwether for hundreds of thou-
sands of acres, bought or leased, here and abroad.

The list goes on. Everything electrical, of course-
from nuclear power plants to light bulbs. And aero-
space, oceanography, broadcasting, rapid transit.

It all means that Westinghouse has openings for
skilled engineers-electrical, mechanical, chemical,
industrial. And we also offer job training for the un-
skilled as another step toward increasing productive
employment for the disadvantaged people of our
country. An equal opportunity employer.



How good are you
~ on the turns?

A strong stroke isn't enough to win in freestyle swimming.
\ Experts say: "Watch the turns."

"A champion won't touch with his hand," they tell us. "He begins his
overhead tumble with a downward stab of his right arm, twists as his feet

hit, then explodes forward with a powerful pushoff."
Their conclusion: "Experience and smart coaching develop a championship turn."

We believe it. That's why we've put together the most experienced and
best-coached team of bearing and steel engineers in the world. And now we're

putting $221,000,000 into expansion and modernization for the future.
This coupled with promotion from within will mean increasing opportunities

for you. If you want to grow with growing modern industry, join the team.
Write The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Tell our

Manager of College Relations that you'd like to talk it over.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)r-------------------,
I II On your campus . .a I
I February 1, 1971 I
I A Timken Company Representative II would like to talk with you! IL----- J

THE TIM KEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.

TIMKENe
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The Imaginary.

The College of Engineering is one of the largest
college's on campus, but it has the smallest voice of.
the entire student body.
WHY?

The answer is obvious - there are veryIittle
students in this College who are vocal in student
politics, who are active in student organizations, or
who are even concerned about what is happening
on this campus.
WHERE ARE OUR LEADERS??

We are isolated from the rest of the Univeristy!
We are ignored (the progress and reform inside this
College goes unnoticed) because We choose to
ignore the rest of the University. It is a two way
street. Unfortunately, the students in this College
view their position in the University in purely aca-
demic terms or no terms at all. It's too bad.
The engineering student wishes to remain on the

sidelines, unaware of a campus wide (and nation
wide) movement for involvement. On this campus
and many others across the country many students
are participating in this movement; they are ques-
tioning fundamental concepts of education, chal-
lenging the existing and neglected fabric of the
university's structure, and offering their services
and talent to create a better university. They are
trying to make education meaningful. Moreover,
they are realizing that they are a part of society
too; they are examining it's faults, and are trying
to effect change where change is needed. These are
good signs.

Meanwhile, the students in this College are sit-
ting back and letting the responsibilities fall on the
other students in this University. Aren't we part of
this University, too? Don't we want to get in-
volved? Do we wish to always remain, in the eyes
of the rest of the student body, as gears with
imaginary sliderules hung from our belts??

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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.Sliderule

The engineering student has a stereotyped
image on this campus, and it's not a pleasant
one. The concept of an engineer with a
sliderule draped to his leg, is no joke. It's how
they view you! And you don't have to
actually wear a sliderule to project this image .
I'm afraid too many of us are carrying around
imaginary sliderules, but let's not kid our-
selves they stand out as clearly as real ones.

Here's some clues to find the imaginary
sliderules.
1. Try to get somebody to volunteer for a
College Committee OT write an article for the
Cooperative Engineer, and he says "I don't
have time." (and all he does is study) -
CHECK FOR THE IMAGINARY
SLIDERULE!
2. Try to get somebody involved in a campus
organization, and he says "I don't have time."
(and all he does is study) - CHECK FOR
THE IMAGINARY SLIDERULE!
3. If the campus organization is a social one
(and has girls in it) he is more likely to say
"yes". If he does, CONGRATULATE him for
being human, but beware he still could be
wearing the imaginary sliderule.
4. If he says "no", he's got more problems
than just an imaginary sliderule.
5. If he says "no" to all the above questions
and he doesn't even study. Forget him - he's
probably dead.
6. Find out who leaves campus right after
class, who isn't involved in ANYTHING,
who's missing out on some very rewarding
experiences, who could assume responsibility,
exert leadership, and gain initiative. -
CHECK FOR THE IMAGINARY SLIDE-
RULES!
7. Then tell them what they're missing out
on. Tell them how selfish they really could be
by getting involved.
8. Tell them grades aren't THAT important.
(They can have the highest QPA in the world
and at the same time be the dullest person in
it.)
9. Tell them "Our College needs leaders." We
need a lot of them. Better yet, BE ONE .
YOURSELF!
10. Seriously guys, some of the things you
could do is hard work; you might have to
sacrifice some of your leisure time; your
grades might fall a little bit. It really is a
VERY small price to pay for EVERYTHING
you get out of it.

The Engineering Tribunal has effected change in
this College (i.e. change in curriculum, pass-fail
grading system for Humanities and Social Sciences)
but they were initiated over two years ago by a few
outspoken individuals. The changes were good. The
Tribunal is to be congratulated (or those indi-
viduals?), but now it must look forward and decide
in what ways it will commit itself for 'the future.

The Tribunal would be an excellent channel for
redirecting our energies towar.ds uniting this Col-
lege with the University. To succeed, there must be
a greater interaction between our student senators
and the Tribunal. The student senators are our
only link with the affairs of the Student Senate.

In the past, the attendance of our student sena-
tors at Tribunal meetings has been only sporadic.
Their participation has been limited to an occa-
sional report; they have been neither spokesmen
for our College in matters brought before the
senate, or representatives of our College by in-
forming the senate of our progress and reform in
certain areas. Instead they have acted on an indi-
vidual basis. Their behavior, however, is partly
justifiable due to the secondary importance given
to campus wide affairs by the Tribunal.

It is imperative that we realize the true impor-
tance of our student senators and utilize them for
our maximum benefit. The Tribunal, must decide
whether it is going to continue pursuing matters
which are now only trivial or broaden it's per-
spective and show some concern for affairs per-
tinent to the whole campus. If they respond to this
challenge, our student senators must reciprocate
and provide a viable means of intercommunication
with the rest of the University. Then and only then
will the student governments on both the college
and university levels function as they were
intended to function.

Chuck Naegeli
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"I don't have time" - this is the traditional
cry handed down from generation to generation of
students in the College of Engineering. Anytime a
student is asked to do something the cry comes
forth - "I don't have time!" With these four words
the request is withdrawn with an immediate apol-
ogy offered, as' if the student had been insulted. It
seems to me that this slothful shroud should be
abolished from every engineers vocabulary. If a stu-
dent isn't interested enough to participate in the
affairs of his college, he should say so and stop
falling back on some traditional cliche. Just
because you are an engineer and inherited these
four words does not mean that you can remain on
the sidelines, uninvolved in any college or campus
activity. A small amount of involvement, at least
joining the departmental organization, provides the
student with experiences that no textbook can
provide. It's a sad student who makes it through
five years of engineering just so he can say, "I'M
AN ENGINEER - 'I don't have time' to be a
human being."

Mike Mattei, M.E. '71

8

I would like to present a complaint about the
curriculum of the College of Engineering. I can
only speak for what I have seen in my Department,
since that is my major. In general, the material
chosen by the Department was relevant to the
education of the student. My complaint concerns
the theory oriented courses and the lack of transi-
tion between theory and the real world. Theory is
fine if there is a physical picture or model for the
student to use, so the student will know when and
how to apply this knowledge to his future needs.

Since each student is in competition with his
fellow students from this and other universities for
the jobs available, it is the duty of the student to
obtain the best education available. I urge all stu-
dents to speak up on all pertinent complaints
about the curriculum in their own departments.

Don Grund t, AsE '71

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or
faculty member, in or out of the College of Engi-
neering. Letters may be concerned with anything
you feel our readership would be interested in. All
letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
on request. Please also include your organizational
affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 647, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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It's only a machine-but a brilliant
machine that can calculate at the
speed of light.

The practical talents of the computer
may be blinding you to its real function-
the extension of the human brain.

The computer age is where RCA is.
If you are working for a degree in
Electronic or Mechanical Engineering or
Computer Science we want to tal k to you.

We have Rotational Programs to give you
a wide overview of our activities, or
direct assignments. Design and
development openings exist in computer
hardware and software, defense and
commercial electronics, and solid-
state devices.

We are a diverse, technologically sophisticated
corporation-concerned with human values.

Get in touch with your college placement
Director, or write directly to: RCA College
Relations, Dept. J, Cherry HiII-,Camden,
New Jersey 08101. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

ROil



WHAT'S HAPPENING?
Dennis Buede AsE '71

The ability of this University to operate was seriously challenged last
spring, resulting in it's early closing. Several groups of students, dissatisfied
with the present"system", made demands which the University could not or
did not wish to meet. Some of the demands were reasonable, and some
changes were made. But when all of the demands were not met, the students
became increasingly dissatisfied.

As a result of this dissatisfaction some students have placed their demands
above the rights of their fellow students and the educational process.
Meanwhile, the majority of students, who may disagree with what is
occuring on the campus, have remained in the background for various
reasons. Some may not wish to become involved, while others may not be
certain of how or with whom they can voice their opinions. But now, the
majority of students must begin speaking out. This is really the only way
tha t the crisis in the Universi ty will be solved.

The Engineering Tribunal has been involved in many of the recent changes
made in the College. For example, all engineering students should be aware
that their degree requirements were changed this summer. While Tribunal has
had a hand in these changes and others, a very small minority of students
have been active in Tribunal and voicing student opinion to the faculty and
administration. Now that an effective means is available for students to make
themselves heard, more students should become involved in, the process.

Thus far, the administration of the College has accepted the suggestions of
Tribunal and responded very quickly. These quick and usually favorable
responses have given Tribunal the impression that the Administration and
faculty do care about what the student thinks. Therefore, the students,
through Tribunal must express their views and do so with responsibility.

This summer, three Section II students began publishing a college
newsletter, with the cooperation of Tribunal. The purpose of the newsletter
is to let all the students know what is happening in the College so that more
students can become involved. One area of involvement, which some
students may choose, is the College Committees. Last year was the first year
that students were voting members of all the college's committees. Tribunal
members were the only students who served on these committees. This year,
however, an effort has been made to find other students to fill these
positions. While some students have volunteered their services, most of the
students on these committees are still Tribunal members. If any students are
interested, they should stop in the Student Activities Office (647 Baldwin
Hall).

There are many other areas where interested students can become
involved in changing the "system". All students must be willing to express
their opinions and stand up for their convictions or accept the results of the
actions of other students.

10 COOPE,RATIVE ENGINEER



THE
COLUMBIA

GASSYSTEM
IS

LOOKING
FOR

XEDO --/;~ •• EERS
lb~ Don't bother IO~king that up in your

Funk & Wagnall. It's a word we just mac
up to describe the kind of people we like
We're looking for engineers-research
oriented, marketing oriented, science
oriented-to explore and harness the
unknown. To probe into the mysteries of
tomorrow. To help us seek and discover
answers to many of the monumental
problems facing the world today.

Take pollution (please). Air, water,
thermal, noise ... you name it. Or the
problem of harvesting the vast resources
beneath the seas. Or the problem of
feeding an exploding population.
Or supplying the energy needs of the
twenty-first century. Or ... well, there
are enough challenges to go around.

Columbia Gas, indeed the whole world,
needs your help. You can't solve all the
problems of the world. But at Columbia,
you'll at least get a crack at some of
the big ones. That's a promise.

Join the xedophiles. Write, wire or
phone collect to Director of Placement,
Columbia Gas System Service Corp.,
1600 Dublin Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212
or to the Director of Placement at any

~.of the Columbia locations listed.

COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM SERVICE CORP.
120 East 41st Street
New York, New York 10017
Charleston Group:
UNITED FUEL GAS COMPANY
1700 MacCorkle Avenue, S.E.
Charleston, West Virginia 25301
Columbus Group:
COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO, INC.
99 North Front Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Pittsburgh Group:
COLUMBIA GAS OF PENNA., INC.
800 Union Trust BUilding
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION COMPANY
3805 West Alabama Avenue
Houston, Texas 77027

©~[b(1JJ~@3D& I~
GAS§W~¥~~.An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) I
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"At 15 years of age a breaker boy in a Pennsylvania coal mine; at 35 years a college
dean and founder of the co-operative plan of education; at 55 years a univeristy president
in one of the largest institutions of higher learning in the United States." Here in a few
words, is traced the unique career of the late Dr. Herman Schneider, of the University of
Cincinnati, engineer, scientist, educator, and administrator.
Dr. Schneider was born in a little Pennsylvania mining town (Summit Hill), in 1872. As

a young boy, he exhausted the educational opportunities offered in his native town while
working as a breaker boy in his spare time. Determined to better himself, young Herman
Schneider at the age of 15 entered a private preparatory school in Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania. During the afternoon he worked in an architect's office.Even at this early age he
realized that his practical experience in the drafting room enabled him to grasp the
theoretical aspects of his study's far more quickly than his fellow-students. Here, then,
was the basis for a concept which was to revolutionize the teaching of technical subjects.

He graduated from Lehigh Univeristy in 1894 with the Bachelor of Science degree. He
was engaged in structural iron work and railroad engineering in the West until 1899 , when
he went back to Lehigh to join its faculty in civil engineering. During World War I Dr.
Schneider served as Chief of the Industrial Service for the War Department.
He was appointed to fill the chair of civil engineering at UC in 1903. Three years later

he was made Dean of the College of Engineering. It was in 1906 that Dr. Schneider
inaugurated his now world-famous co-operative plan of engineering education. In 1919
The College of Commerce of the Univeristy of Cincinnati was combined with the Engi-
neering College to form the College of Engineering and Commerce, of which Dr.
Schneider became Dean. The School of Applied Arts (founded in 1922) and the Institute
of Scientific Research was also under his directorship.

Dr. Schneider was elected President of the Univeristy of Cincinnati on June 4, 1929.
Of his own volition, he resigned from the presidency in 1932 to devote his full attention
as Dean of the College of Engineering. In recognition for his many contributions as
president, the Board of Directors voted him the honorary title of President Emeritus.
Shortly after alumni and students celebrated in' the spring of 1936 the thirtieth anni-

versary of the founding of the co-operative system at Cincinnati, Dean Schneider received
the highest honor which can be conferred by the Society for the Promotion of Engi-
neering Education. This was the Lamme Medal, presented to him June 26, 1936, in the
presence of 500 engineering teachers gathered at the Univeristy of Wisconsin for the
society's annual meeting.
During the 1930's Dr. Schneider devoted considerable attention to the Basic Science

Research Laboratory of the Institute of Scientific Research, of which he was director.
This laboratory was established in 1924 to investigate fundamental laws of nature and
their application to practical problems.
Dean Schneider died March 28, 1939. A scientist with a soul, an administrator of

vision, an inspiring teacher: These were among the varied sides of his personality which
Dr. Schneider showed to those who knew him.

12 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



The Next Hundred Years

With almost fifty years gone, I wonder what the next fifty will be like.

Herman Schneider

Although Dean Herman Schneider did not consider and the smaller countries talk big talk; ideas drawn
himself a prophet, he became widely known for his ability from the western material progress and from the
to analyze conditions and to predict trends. He foresaw Russion ferment clash in the alembic of age-old
clearly the changing- picture in education, scientific eastern traditions. This all means that the giant
research, economics and industry. Asia is awake, muddy-minded, and likely to move

The following article was prepared by the Dean for the erratically.
corner-stone laying of the Union Central Annex Building
and was read on January 7, 1928. It first appeared in the I think there is today less cant and
January '28 issue of the Cooperative Engineer , and was more searching for real values than there
reprinted for the July '39 issue after his death. was a generation ago.

Now nearly a half-century later, it would be wise for us
to pause and reflect on his prophecies. How far have we By contrast, the United States is politically quiet
progressed? How true are his statements today? Is mankind and materially prosperous. This is a presidential
better off for all their technological innovations? You make year, but, aside from the question of liquor prohi-
the decision! bition, the public gives politics little thought, being

more interested in the remarkable and attractive
Following the pattern of Mr. George Colin Lindbergh (who is doing more to promote inter-

Davies' paper, written October 11, 1848, I shall national good will than any other person or
attempt "a brief resume of the present and some agency), the automobile competition (Ford has
speculations for the future." just put a new line of cars on the market and his

Internationally, the thought of the world runs competitors are trying to meet it), radio (the
today in undercurrents of fear and uncertainty as a audible radio; the visible radio is not yet per-
result of the war of 1914-1918. Europe is debt- fected), sports, psychology, flying, business,
ridden and lacks a sense of definite political trend, murder trials, the maladministration of justice, the
the range of governmental thought extending from moral aspects of women's clothes, the newest
Communism ("the dictatorship of the proletariat") scientific discoveries, and the many fads and isms
in Russia under Stalin, to Fascism ("the dictator- in diet, philosophy, religion, art and education.
ship of Conservatism") in Italy under Mussolini. Fortunately we take our serious problems with a
Every major European country has within it this certain lightness. Thus, while Europe is struggling
same gamu t of forces, from radical to conservative, gloomily with the problem of greater man-power
which makes for gloomy foreboding, nervous production and adequate division of profits, we
apprehension, and mu tual distrust. have already developed a reasonably efficient and

We of this generation give more attention to fair economic mechanism by direct attack, scien-
Europe than to Asia. But Asia will loom in- tific inquiry, good humor, and a spirit of give and
creasingly in the next one hundred years. Just now take. And despite the general opinion that we are
Japan's political under-currents are the same as drifting away from "the old moral standards" (in
those in Europe, China is in the birth throes of its every age the same thing is said), I think there is
renaissance. India stirs in an enervated impotence, today less cant and more searching for real values

NOVEMBER, 1970 13



than there was a generation ago.
Cincinnati's population, not including Norwood,

which is 35,000, is approximately 442,000. The
towns on the Kentucky side of the river would add
135,000. Mr. Murray Seasongood is Mayor, and
Colonel Clarence O. Sherrill is City Manager. This
is the third year of the City Manager form of gov-
ernment. A rapid transit system is under construc-
tion, an airport has just been opened, an air mail
service just installed, and the canal boulevard just
completed to Brighton. The public schools have
54,844 pupils and the attendance at the University
of Cincinnati is 8,604. The shortest time one can
travel by train from Cincinnati to New York is
eighteen hours; to Chicago, eight hours; to New
Orleans, twenty-two hours. We are said to have the
smallest foreign population of any large city in the
United States. We have an excellent Symphony
Orchestra, thanks to the efforts of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles P. Taft. The new railway terminals to cost
$75,000,000 are being started, for which Mr.
George Dent Crabbs must be given major credit.
We bid fair to become a science research center,
and in this Mr. William Cooper Procter is a major
factor. He has just given $2,500,000 for research
into children's diseases, as well as large sums to the
new Children's Hospital. A new Institute of Fine
Arts is being formed, the inspiration and the major
endowment coming from Mr. and Mrs. Charles P.
Taft. The late Mary M. Emery by her will has
created The Thomas J. Emery Memorial with a
very large endowment, the purpose of which is "to
secure a citizenry which will be more sane, sound
and effective, because of more satisfactory initial
conditions of environment and education". As I
write, a pall of soft coal smoke hangs over the city;
one initial prophecy at least is safe: there will be
no soft coal smoke one hundred years hence.

I approach the matter of prophecy gingerly,
principally because of the rapid strides being made
in scientific research. But I ventrue to predict some
developments in three major phases of civilization's
progress:

I-At the present time scientific research has
brought matter down to the electron and the pro-
ton, and has given us the probable structure of the
atom and of the molecule. The scale of the electro-
magnetic waves from the alternating current to the
cosmic is almost complete. The intangible nature
of matter is common talk among scientists. The
dissociation of molecules and the killing of bacteria
at cri tical electromagnetic wave lengths are accom-
plished. The nature of gravitation is not known,
but with knowledge now in hand it ought to be
known within two decades. The activation of com-
pounds by the application of electromagnetic
waves of appropriate length is established.

Wit hou t detailing further the sta te of scien tific

14

knowledge today,. it is safe to forecast that (a)
Diseases due to bacteria will be cured as soon as
they develop by killing the bacteria with electro-
magnetic waves of definite lengths, the waves being
developed where the 'bacteria have their lodgment,
probably by what we now call secondary radiation;
that is, by introducing a high atomic non-toxic sub-
stance, which fluoresces at the critical wave, and
which is selectively absorbed by the bacteria, and
then hitting the substance with X rays. This can
now be done in test tubes. In many cases the speci-
fic absorption alone will kill the bacteria.

(b) Diagnosis of disease will be immediate and
sure, largely through spectroscopic analysis of the
blood and other body fluids. An additional method
will lie in the extension of the present X ray
method, through the use again of substances selec-
tively absorbed by the organs to be examined.

(c) Surgical operations, except in case of injuries,
will be rare, as a result of scientific knowledge of
dissociation of matter, specific absorption, and the
killing of bacteria. Cases are now on record in
which hypnosis has been used instead of anesthe-
tics. There is good reason to assume that this
method will become common, though there is
equally good reason to assume that non-injurious
and physically stimulating anesthetics will be de-
vised.

(d) The science of psychology is today about
where chemistry was when it was called alchemy.
Naturally, it offers a fertile field for the charlatan,
as alchemy did. But it will become one of the two
great sciences; the other one being the science of

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



matter - what we now foolishly divide into the into mazes too intricate to follow.
separate fields of physics, chemistry, mathematics, In short, the state of science today leads one to
biology, geology, astronomy, and so on. However, deduce, without extravagant stretching of the
these two major sciences of the future (the science imagination, that one hundred years from now,
of mind and the science of matter) will be as disease will be immediately cured; surgery reduced
closely related as mathematics and physics are to a minimum; nutrition an exact science and ex-
today, and they will be the consciously funda- tended beyond, but of course, not excluding, the
mental and governing factors in nearly all human use of foods; transportation quick and safe in com-
affairs. In the more distant future they will pact air craft; education, entertainment and knowl-
coalesce into one science. edge of events disseminated by audible and visible

When some Newton has written a Principia of radio; population decentralizing; food values
Psychology, the great powers latent in our sub- greatly enhanced per unit of weight by radiations,
conscious minds will gradually be released. Once I much of the food being synthetic; national bound-
saw a man in "a panic "of fear jump over a board aries imaginary lines; manual labor performed
fence about seven feet high without touching it. He largely by machinery; and new forces used, whose
summoned in fear a reserve force which we should existence we now sense, but do not know.
be able to summon at will. We have reservoirs of
mental power which we do not know how to tap M f . fi I".. . en 0 sctertce pause requent y In
and use. Their use WIll have begun one hundred th " k t d f ki d "II

h d "II h b fici 1" ifi . . eir wor 0 won er I man in WIyears ence an WI ave ene ICIa sigru icance ill h -FEo 0 I"" " ave sUJJicient contra over ItS grosser
your bodily health, your personal relations and I I h· hi h

0". self to use safe y t e great forces w IC
your philosophical outlook. In thIS phase of future 0 d hi h OIl fi
development, much will be learned from the East. .are Iaborau ~n W lC Wl come rom

(e) Transportation today is by rail, steamship, our a oratories.
automobile, and, to a small degree, by airplane.
The air mail has become a matter of our common 2-But in spite of whatever wealth science may
daily experience, but air passenger and freight lines bring out of its bag of tricks, you of a hundred
are in the future, except to a slight extent in years hence will not be different from us funda-
Europe. mentally, any more than we are different from

As indicated, the nature of gravitation should be mankind of five thousand years ago in our pas-
known in the next decade or two" When it is, the sions, our vanities, our personal ambitions, and all
basic scientific knowledge necessary to tackle the the other inherent human elements from which our
problem of a new type of airship not depending on spirits are compounded. We have these passions as
air-pressure will be available. In time, a simple safe our ancestors had them; the difference is in our
compact machine will be developed. People will be control of them. Only in this way will you differ
able to go long distances quickly. In addition, they from us. Men of science pause frequently in their
will not need to go so often, for the selective visual work to wonder if mankind will have sufficient
and audible communication systems will make control over its grosser self to use safely the great
physical presence unnecessary for meetings. The forces which are coming and which will come from
result should be decentralization rather than cen- our laboratories. I think it will. In the Stone Age
tralization of population. any man had more for himself by killing the other

(j) It has been shown that foods can be acti- ~an. Today he h~s mo~e by. lettin? ~he other m~n
vated. I have seen enzymes so activated by ultra hve and co-operating ~Ith him. ThI~ IS the m~t~naI
violet light, that a smaller quantity than normal p.hase" of mutual relatlOn~; T~ere IS the spiritual
m de I g 1 f f b d ThO OIl ff 1 sI.de, Do unto others ... , which has been slowly,a e a ar er oa 0 rea. IS WI 0 er a so u- " . 0

to f th f d bi t d b id " very slowly, seeping Into our consciousness,Ion 0 e 00 pro em presen e y rapt In-
crease of population. In addition, energy absorp-
tion of electromagnetic waves by the body, or by I diet th t lti h OIlb

" ° ° ° pre l.C a se J IS ness wz ecome
any specified part of It, WIll be a common proce- I" ht d t d "thd so en tg ene as 0 0 away WI mu-

ure. tual destruction and with most mutual
(g) As to the source and the nature of your hindrances, and that human relations

mechanical power one hundred years hence, the will have made greater strides in the next
scientific thought of today runs toward the huge one hundred years than in the last nine-
stores of energy locked up within the atom and teen hundred years.
predicts their release at some future time" The
safest scientific guess is that you will have it, but as
to the mechanisms involved in its use, further spec- Briefly, we are learning that fair play gives bigger
ulation would be futile. To assume that you will returns than crafty selfishness. I predict that sel-
have it and to assume further that you will know fishness will become so enlightened as to do away
the art of molecular synthesis, leads a 1928 mind with mutual destruction and with most mutual
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hindrances, and that human relations will have
made greater strides in the next one hundred years
than in the last nineteen hundred years.

3-1 should be without any guide posts as to the
trend of spiritual development in the next one hun-
dred years (using the world"spiritual" in its broad-
est sense), were it not for the unexpected spiritual
by-products of scientific research. For it is a curi-
ous fact that every time a basic research scientist
emerges from the depths of his work, he brings
with him strong convictions of an Over-all Intelli-
gence and the possession by each of us of some-
thing that goes marching on- a Soul, if you will.
Tennyson's line, "One God, one law, one ele-
ment," is good scientific doctrine today. Thus, in a
scientific textbook, written by Dr. M. Luckiesh,
director of one of the great industrial research
laboratories, you may read: "However, in closing it
may be said that one cannot intimately view the
mechanism of the universe 'without at least feeling
the urge and even need for belief in God ... the
omnipresent Mind that is at the bottom of things.
Perhaps of this Mind, that part of us which does
not 'to dust retumeth'- the human mind-is an
atom which also is in the process of evolution."
Milliken, Pupin, Lodge, and many other scientists
have given emphatic expression to the same
thought. One author sums up the general trend in
this manner: "You can't go very far in modem
science, groping toward an understanding of its ab-

solutely perfect laws, without being forced-to
your knees, I almost said-to the conviction that
back of the whole scheme of things there is a most
amazing Divine Intelligence. Try to grasp some of
the facts of astronomy and of astrophysics; of little
patches of our sky containing hundreds of thou-
sands of suns much greater than our own, of our
galaxy of stars hundreds of thousands of light years
across, and, some millions of light years beyond,
other galaxies and supergalaxies; then consider the
solar systems which we call atoms-and let your
mind run through the whole pulsating mystery of
what you call 'matter' from the whirling electron
to the supergalaxies, all held in a bewildering bal-
ance and movemen t by absolutely perfect
law ... well, if you grasp only a little of that, you
just slough off your egocentric trends to personal
acquisition of this and that, and try to get into the
swing of the great movement of which you are a
little part; and you strive to make your work con-
form. You get the feeling of infinite progress in
accordance with a wonderful pattern, which you
can barely sense, but which you can't understand."

So I am led to the belief that during the next
one hundred years science, religion, philosophy,
and even enlightened selfishness will walk together
with greater surety toward the destiny for which
mankind has been groping and blundering down
the ages. lEI
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A diversified and challenging career is
yours at Monsanto because the key to OUf

future rests with engineers of ability.
At Monsanto there is no ceiling on your future. A rewarding
and interesting career will be found by engineers who thrive
on engineering challenges.

Important opportunities are offered to chemical, mechanical,
electrical, industrial and civil engineers who are needed
to maintain our outstanding growth record. Your profes-
sional challenge can be found in engineering, manufactur-
ing, research or marketing at locations throughout the nation.

Excellent benefits and salaries are yours at one of the
nation's largest chemical companies.

If you are interested in a career at Monsanto, ask your
placement director for more information and see the man
from Monsanto when he visits your campus. Or write to:

M t
Manager, Professional Recruiting, Department CL 815.

OnSan 0 Monsanto. St. L~UiS. Missouri. 63166.

An equal opportunity employer



The Civilized Engineer
A liberal education enables engineers to enjoy the good life to the

fullest.

Those of us who are engineers in the last third of
the twen tieth century are among the most
fortunate.

In a time of widespread despair our constructive
work gives us reason to be sanguine. In an age
when most men are confused by the complexity of
the scientific revolution, we are uniquely equipped
to understand and enjoy the marvelous techno-
logical happenings all about us. It is said that the
condition of man in our era is one of increasing
alienation. But we engineers are needed by our fel-
low men; our place in society is secure; we feel at
home in the world. Our work brings us comfort-
ably in touch with the real world of "things"; our
days are spiced with the tang of novelty and inven-
tiveness. Financially, although we might not always
consider ourselves adequately compensated for our
efforts, we need never know want.

Nevertheless, we are not content. We can see
that the world is teeming with treasures of the arts
about which we know little. We find ourselves
somehow excluded from the intellectual and
philosophical discourse in which the values and
goals of our society are shaped. Not only are we
not participating in the artistic and in tellectuallife
of our time, but we find that our professional
product, the technology of which we are so proud,
is being misused and misdirected, dominated by
forces beyond our control. We are unhappy about
our "image" and about the fact that we are not
receiving our proper share of respect.

In sum, we may be busy and secure, but we are
far from satisfied. Anyone familiar with the litera-
ture of our professional journals knows this to be
the case.

OUR DISSATISFACTION SEEMS RELATED
to a certain flaw in our professional personality, a

Samuel C. Florman

flaw that limits both our capacity to experience
life to the full and our ability to play an important
role in the political, cultural, and social develop-
ments of our time. The source of both our inade-
quacy and our discontent is rooted in ourlack of a
civilizing education in the liberal arts.

According to Webster's dictionary, civilization
consists of "progress in education, refinement of
taste and feeling, and the arts that constitute cul-
ture." If we take this definition literally, the
average engineer today is simply not civilized.

I am not talking about superficial refinement
but about something more fundamental. It is not
an exaggeration to say that liberal education for
engineers could improve the quality of their lives,
contribute to the sound development of the engi-
neering profession, and help to preserve and enrich
society. As a noted educator has said, liberal educa-
tion helps "to cultivate those skills and habits of
reasoning which constitute intellectual compe-
tence, the capacity to think logically and clearly,
the ability to organize one's thoughts on any sub-
ject on which essential facts are possessed or
obtainable. "

If we need the liberal arts to maintain and im-
prove our intellectual competence, we need them
even more to develop imagination, for without
imagination reason is not equal to even the mini-
mum demands of our exploding technology. Lewis
Mumford has warned us that a concentration on
pure technical training "might defeat even its im-
mediate purposes by depriving original minds of
the stimulus and enrichment of wider interests and
activities. "

As liberal education improves our intellectual
competence and expands our imagination, it also
develops those qualities of intellectual curiosity

Reprinted from Engineer, March-April, 1968. Copyright 1968 by Engineer's Joint
Council.
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and general understanding, those traits of grace and science and technology, expressed concern about
wit and poise that characterize the leaders among technologists becoming "lopsided men." "The
men. Too often engineers are found lacking in value of a cargo," he pointed out, "does not com-
these attributes. Scientifically - made personality pensate for a ship's being out of trim."
studies have revealed engineers to be "socially con- In the early twentieth century, engineering
forming, impersonal, introverted individuals." In achieved a certain level of prestige, although the
industry the effectiveness of engineers has been profession was still regarded warily even by its
found to be limited by their lack of "people- greatest admirers. Today, in spite of the most
wisdom," their reliance on "coldly rational judg- spectacular engineering achievements, this galling
ment," and the recurrent appearance of a tradition persists. An American science editor
"noncommunicative syndrome." informs us that "the image that has been projected

·The president of a large corporation has said of the engineering profession-and images are very
succinctly what many leaders of American industry hard to change-is of a prejudiced, conservative,
have come to recognize as fact: "The specialist can- non-involved group."
not function effectively at the top level of manage-
ment if all he brings to it is his specialty ... The
qualifications needed for leadership in industry are
developed largely through a liberal arts education."

In addition to helping each of us to do his job
more effectively, liberal learning yields great riches
to the individual. Knowledge and understanding
provide pleasure that needs no practical justifica-
tion. Beauty evokes joyousness that is its own
reward.

WE ENGINEERS PRIDE OURSELVES on
being members of a profession that engages our
energies and challenges our capacities. We are
usually too much absorbed in our interesting work
to be overly bothered by the doubts and anxieties
that plague many of our less fortunate brethren.
This concentration on work is a blessing, but it
contains a hidden flaw. Our questioning and doubt-
ing are liable to be postponed, only to emerge in
later years, sometimes with disturbing effect. It is
better surely to expose oneself early and often to
the eternal problems of philosophy and art than to
be awakened with a start in one's waning years by
the sudden asking of the questions: "What is life all
about? What have I been living for?" Socrates'
admonition still rings true. "The unconsidered life
is not worth living. "

As the individual engineer profits from acquaint-
ance with the liberal arts, so will the entire profes-
sion. Our lack of "status," our unsatisfactory
"image" - these are concerns which gnaw away at
our collective professional contentment. Only a
vastly increased number of liberally-educated engi-
neers can remedy this situation. Self-praising pro-
nouncements emanating from our professional
organiza tions surely will not suffice.

THE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROBLEMS of the
engineering profession already existed in the days
of ancient Greece. Xenophon spoke for most of his
fellow citizens when he said that "the mechanical
arts carry a social stigma and are rightly dishonored
in our cities."

A hundred years ago Ralph Waldo Emerson
looked at the technologists of his day and spoke
sadly of "great arts and little men." Even Thomas
Henry Huxley, nineteenth-century advocate of
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Engineers are certainly not insensitive to public
opinion, nor do they engage in self-deception. A
study has shown that "engineers themselves are
convinced that the general public does not hold
them in as great esteem as other professions."

Only liberally-educated engineers can bring the
profession the esteem it craves and, in so many
important ways, deserves. For one thing, only
liberally-ed uca ted engineers will possess the elo-
quence with which to impress upon their fellow
citizens the inherent worth of engineering and its
importance to society. It has been charged, and
rightly so, that the engineering profession "has not
been in touch with the people and by default has
permitted a working partner (science) to capture
the imagination of the nation."

But here is a more important goal than telling
the story of engineering to the public. If engineers
themselves, as individuals, become truly cultured-
that is, become educated in the liberal arts-then
the word will spread without a good press. If engi-
neers become increasingly wise, sensitive, humane,
and responsible, we will not need public relations
techniques to sell us to the public.

And as the engineering profession gains prestige
and authority, society as a whole will benefit. For
the world is desperately in need of the leadership
that only engineers can give. "The politicians, and
even the statesmen," as J ames Reston of The New
York Times has put it, "are merely scrambling to
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deal with the revolutions in weapons, agriculture
and industry created by the scientists and the engi-
neers. "

THE WORLD MUST LISTEN TO THE ENGI-
NEER or it is doomed. Buckminster Fuller has
stated the facts in the simplest terms:

"If humanity understood that the real world
problem is that of upping the performances per
pound of the world's metals and other resources,
we might attempt to solve that problem delib-
erately, directly and efficiently ... But I find that
approximately no one realize'S what is going on.
That is why we have been leaving it to the politi-
cian to make the world work. There is nothing
political that the politician can do to make fewer
resources do six ty percen t more."

We engineers already possess most of the tech-
nical knowledge required to provide food and
shelter in abundance, restore purity to our air and
water, heal the blight of our cities, untangle the
snarl of traffic, harness our rivers, reap harvests
from the oceans, husband our resources, and
develop power from the sun and atom. We can-if
called Upon-contribute to the preservation of
peace by assisting the undeveloped nations and by
devising improved means of arms control.

But unless we achieve a position of leadership,
our talents will continue to be largely wasted and
misdirected. The world will persist in demanding
our blast furnaces but not our smoke-control de-
vices, our highways but not our parks, our bombers
but not our hospital ships.

Admittedly, there is a school of thought which
holds that the world's ills are not attributable to
lack of leadership by the technologists, but rather
to leadership heading in the wrong direction.

Nor is this sentiment restricted to apprehensive
artists and intellectuals. In his farewell adress Presi-
dent Eisenhower warned the nation that its public
policy might "become the captive of a scientific-
technological elite." Senator Bartlett of Alaska has
complained that "faceless technocrats in long,
white coats are making decisions today which
rightfully and by law should be made by the Con-
gress. "

SOMEONE MUST STEP FORWARD to say,
"We can afford to make that automobile a little
safer." "Let us consider the possible harmful ef-
fects of that insecticide before we market it." "Let
us make that machine a little quieter." "Let us not
demolish that historically precious old building."
"Let us build a rapid transit system for this city
rather than a freeway that will bring more cars into
an area already choked with traffic."

This "someone" cannot be an ordinary citizen
of good will. He must be able to bolster his argu-
m e n t s with facts-technical, scientific, and
economic. His recommendations, in order to be
persuasive. must be founded in a knowledge of re-
sources, Ina terials, and energy conversion: sta-
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tistics, probabilities, and decision theory; com-
puters, controls, and systems engineering.
Moreover, this "someone" must be concerned,
articulate, esteemed, and possessed of a highly
developed moral and esthetic sense. In short, he
must be a liberally-educated engineer.

A generation of such men would inevitably play
an important role in the debates that are instru-
mental in shaping the public philosophy. Engineers
are already developing techniques of decision
making that will enable the leaders of .society to
choose rationally between alternates. When we are
as wise as we are smart, we will be qualified to talk
about new goals as well as methods.

With the coming of a civilized technology, the
world will discover that engineering is not merely a
means to an end, but rather an inherently worthy
way of life.

In what has been said so far it has been assumed
that we are all familiar with what is meant by a
liberal education. And indeed we are, in a broad
sense. Liberal learning, we know, concerns itself
with the eternal quest for truth, goodness, and
beauty. It grapples with such ultimate concerns as
the meaning of justice, liberty, virtue, honor, love,
and happiness. Its method is to study the works of
scholars and artist, both past and present.

There are some who consider the ultimate pur-
pose of liberal education to be the transmission of
our cultural heritage and the creation of good citi-
zens loyal to the ideals of our society. There are
others who stress the development of the indepen-
dent, sensitive, questioning mind, who see the
liberal arts as having a critical, almost revolu-
tionary, function. However, all agree that the ulti-
mate goal of liberal learning is wisdom and a rever-
ence for beauty.

Literally, arts that are "liberal" are those studies
deemed fit for liberated, or free, men. In past ages
only a few men were truly free; the vast majority
lived as serfs, chained to soil they did not own. So
liberal education has an aristocratic tradition. Be-
cause it was restricted to the upper classes, it came
to serve the purpose of artificially defining the
upper classes. This "snobbish" side of liberal learn-
ing becomes an anachronism in a democratic
society.

A TRULY LIBERAL EDUCATION includes
the study of pure science and mathematics. In
these fields the average engineer has received a con-
siderable amount of instruction. Liberal learning
also embraces the social sciences; sociology, an-
thropology, psychology, political science, econ-
omics, and the like. No man can consider himelf
educated without some knowledge of these sub-
jects.

But when we say that engineers lack an adequate
liberal arts education, we do not really mean that
they need more training in the social sciences. For
one thing, to the extent that engineers take liberal
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arts courses in college, they often select the social also our ignorance' and prejudice. But neither mus1
sciences, which appear to be more useful than such we follow the herd. Our taste should be challenged,
studies as, for example, literature. Also the social refined, and stretched, but never overwhelmed.
sciences, whatever their merits, have a certain Ultimately it must prevail.
illiberal quality about them. They are, after all, And this brings us to the question of how we, as
sciences, and their approach is essentially clinical. engineers, should best approach the liberal arts.
The social scientist is more a statistician than a Eric Ashby, author of "Technology and the Aca-
philosopher. He is liable to make the engineer more demics," leaves no doubt about the course to be
lopsided rather than less. taken: "The path to culture should be through a

We are left, then, with those subjects that con- man's specialism, not by by-passing it."
stitute the true core of liberal learning: history, Unless the liberal arts can be approached
literature, philosophy, the fine arts, and music. through engineering they will seem lifeless and friv-
These are the so-called humanities about which the olous to those of us who are professional engineers.
average engineer has always known little and cared Engineering educators are grappling with this prob-
less. These are the jubjects with which we must lem now. They are agreed that liberal education for
now try to gain some familiarity. engineers is essential, but they are fearful of having

Our porblem is not unlike that of the worl it degenerate into mere appreciation or ornamenta-
traveler who is constantly torn between the im- tiona
pulse to. see as much as he can and the desire to . .
linger in one spot in order to know it well. How W~ NEED TO SEEK A BRIDGE b~tween engi-
much shall we survey in breadth and how much neenng and the arts. From such. a bridge we can
can we plumb in depth? Certainly we want the look back over our own profession a?d ahea~ t?
overall view, superficial as it may be. But the over- th~ ?ew world t? be explo~ed, o~servlng the sum-
all view becomes meaningless unless we stop here larities of te~raln, and discerning the common
and there to investigate in detail, unless we find ground .on which all worthy human endeavor .re~ts.
something to linger over and make our own. T~ere IS much talk these days about ?ulldlng

The problem of selecting particular works of lit- bndges between t~e two .cu!tures. ~hese b~dges do
erature and art from the myriads which surround not so m~ch require building as discovering; they
us in this age of mass production is extremely vex- already eXISt. . .
in , almost paralyzing. One suc~ bridge has be~n ?lscovered only re-

g cently and It ISbeing enthusiastically reconstructed
at this time. It is at the frontier where engineering
and history meet, and it is called "the history of
technology. "

A bridge between engineering and literature has
long been sought, and I think rather fruitlessly, in
such desert areas as "engineers as writers" and
"report writing for engineers." A better link might
be "the engineer as a protagonist in fiction."

Across the gulf between engineering and philoso-
phy is suspended "the truth of science," a fragile
structure, scarcely known to most engineers, al-
though it is well traveled by many scientists and
philosophers.

Engineering and the fine arts are joined by the
age-old link of utility and beauty, often crossed by
architects and designers but all too seldom by engi-
neers.

Between engineering and music we find "sound
as environment," a span which lately is attracting
attention from people in many disciplines.

Let us together venture upon these bridges, and
then let us cross them into the alluring lands that
lie beyond. We may enter these new lands as rela-
tive strangers, but we will know who we are, why
we have come, and the route we have traveled.
With this sense of confidence and purpose we may
soon find ourselves very much at ease in our new
surroundings. The liberal arts, after all, have
nourished and delighted men since the beginning of
civiliza tiona
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WE MUST LEARN DISCRIMINATION and
self-restraint. A single work of art, studied with
love and understood well, may contain in
microcosm and by implication as much as a thou-
sand other works together. At least this must be
our hope and our expectation, since we are busy
professional men, and cannot delude ourselves into
thinking that our experience in the arts can ever be
comprehensive.

A further dilemma involves the question of
whether we should be guided by what is said to be
worthwhile or follow our own inclinations. We
must do both, of course. Acknowledged master-
pieces should not be foolishly ignored; we cannot
rely exclusively on our taste, which is, after all,
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Gulf's got problems
like you wouldn't believe.

Like mass producing food from hydrocarbons.
(So nourishment can be produced without soil or sunlight).

And improving processes for keeping air and water clean.
Converting nuclear energy into electric power.
Locating 21/2 million barrels of oil per day.
Developing adhesives for the outer skin of the SST.
Discovering exotic new uses for raw ethylene.
Making synthetic fuels from shales and tar sands.
Mining high-grade uranium economically.
Finding new uses for marginal petroleum products.
Perfecting time-release capsules for fertilizer.
Improving reverse osmosis systems used in desalination.

Gulf's young engineering grads are hard at work today
on these problems. And many more.

If you want to get involved with a company that's really
involved, send us the coupon today.

I'm interested in helping solve Gulf's problems. P.lease
send me more information.

NAME. _

ADDRESS, _

CITY STATE ZIP _

UNIVERSITY _

·MAJOR, _

Mail to:
Virgil Hanson, Gulf Oil Corporation, P. O. Drawer 2100,

An Equal Opportunity Employer Houston, Texas 77001

rG 1~_ ul~



If you are a senior ...



--r

could be the most
important year
of your life.

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, you will want to remember this:
it is not just "a job" you are seeking-it should be the beginning of a career. And if it is to be
successful, both you and your employer must need and want each other.

To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment ... all opening' up new avenues of exploration in every
field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The technical staff working on these
programs, backed by Management's determination to provide the best and most advanced facilities
and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea,
air and space programs so vital to our country's future.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment
and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education
opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a litt!e bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they
do manage it.

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERING. ENGINEERING SCIENCE. ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

If your degree is in another field, consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. Len Black,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Pratt &Whitney ~ircraft DIVISIONOFUNITED~RAFTCORPORATION

EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT 1=:1
An Equal Opportunity Employer



~:.I'mkind of
•a marrIage

counselor for
the ocean.r
Vic Taylor is a corrosion specialist for International Nickel at its
testing lab in North Carolina.
" ... That old ocean doesn't like us sometimes. She rusts boats, eats
away metals, destroys coatings ... what we're trying to do is
come up with alloys she can live with."
Inco's Francis L. LaQue Corrosion Laboratory, at Harbor Island,
N.C., is testing materials needed for ocean engineering, desalination
plants, water and sewage treatment facilities, bridges, boats, even
houses. Testing not just nickel alloys, but 40,000 specimens of
materials from many industries. Alloys, fabrics, coatings.
" ... Remember how car bumpers used to corrode? Now it's a different
story. And we're applying this knowledge to many industries. Making
pollution control equipment, for instance, stand up longer than
anyone thought possible."
Undreamed of advances are what Inco men are working for. Men
"who develop alloys, test them, search the world for more nickel.
Nickel, the metal that makes other metals stronger, tougher, more
corrosion resistant. Nickel, its contribution is quality.

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The Internationai Nickel Company, lnc., New York, N. Y.
The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontarlo
International Nickel Limited, London, England

Vic holds a nickel-chrome plated automobile bumper which was tested in the
corrosive seaside atmosphere.





Goodbye,
lake.



Remember that afternoon you took your
girl and guitar down to the lake?

The water was filled with garbage. And
the smell matched the scene.

Pollution.
It blows the image. The ecology. Every-

thing ..
FMC is a billion and a half dollar corpo-

ration, one of the nation's top 100. We're
in chemicals, fibers, metalworking, mining,
and a lot of' related activities.

No surprise then that we're in waste
treatment and water pollution control, too.

For ourselves. For everyone.
FMC builds sewage treatment equip-

ment for the biggest cities, and the smallest.
Every community doesn't use a treatment
system, but we wish they would.

FMC engineers also solve -waste treat-
ment problems for industrial plants. Some
industries are doing a good job. But a lot
still needs to be done.

Our environmental laboratory and our
chemical research center are searching for
more effective materials and working on
new treatment concepts. We have some of
the best systems available.

By pooling talents in our diversified com-
pany, we're giving rivers and lakes a new
lease on life.

If you'd like to do something about
things that need doing, write for our bro-
chure, "Careers with FMC." Or pick up a
copy from your placement office. FMC
Corporation, Box 760, San Jose, California
95106.

We're an equal opportunity employer.

fmc
I FMC CORPO:ATION

I,Putting ideas to work to makewater beautiful
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BECKY HODELL
Engine Charlie is back on campus, which is a

pretty nice place to be when Becky Hodell is
around. Becky, a pert 5' 8" brunette, is a student
in CCM where she is majoring in Theatrical Music.
Becky is an active member of Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority and Cincinnatus. After graduation she
plans to get a master's degree in Speech and Com-
munications, and perhaps teach Drama. You can
see more of Becky the week before Thanksgiving,
as she is appearing as Antonia in "Man of La
Mancha." Looks like it might be worth it.
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Chuck Naegeli AsE '71
Bob Anderson AsE '72

"Let's Get It Together!"
Well, I don't have an engineer for a friend but ...

Can man cope with the problems produced by tech-
nology? Is man a puppet, a victim of our modern era or will
he exercize his abilities and reasoning powers to control his
destiny? Should the engineer assume a position of responsi-
bility for his technological innovations? The Cooperative
Engineer interviewed a Social Psychologist, to try to deter-
mine the answers to these questions.

Editor: Are you alarmed at the rapid pace at which
technology seems to be progressing?

Banta: Yeah, it's very scary. For one thing, the
number of books that come out in anybody's spe-
cial field (not entertainment books but books that
are about your specialty which you should know
about) are positively overwhelming. Every time you
go in a bookstore, there's something new that you
should be reading if you're going to stay up to date
on it. Now you can be a con man and illigetimate
and ignore the fact that a lot of new material is
coming out and that relieves a lot of tension- you
feel better. But it doesn't solve the problem that
there are so many tremendous technical innova-
tions going on in every field. Your field must be
exceptionally difficult, because of the vast number
of specifically technological things. I mean, that's
your bag, after all. The technological thing, you
must feel it easily as much as psychologist would.

Editor: Do you feel this highly specialized tech-
nology has an adverse effect on man?

Banta: It's dehumanizing. That is, if I can't live
my life as a human being, but rather as just a tech-
nical information processor, that's all I'm left to
be. then I 'rn no more and perhaps a little bit less
than a computer in the sense that I have so much
1110re potential as we all do as human beings, so
much 1110repoten tial for really creative use than
tools. In the engineering field, I don't know. I'm
not an engineer.
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It's a funny thing, you.know. I'd like to open by
saying some of my best friends are engineers, but,
as a matter of fact, I don't have any friends who
are engineers. I don't know what that means. It
may mean it's part of what we're doing. We're be-
coming specialized and the very important things
that I KNOW are going on over there in engi-
neering, because at least I've read Buckminster
Fuller to find out how many fantastic things could
be done for the human race, and they must be
going on over in YOUR engineering college, too.
But I don't know anybody over there. I've never
talked to an engineer since I've been here - five
years, my sixth year here. Yau 're the first engi-
neers. Welcome!

The question is, "What can be
trained in the Univeristy that's going to
be lasting?" The lasting thing is usually
something like conformity so you can fit
in like a transistorized part into the next
computer you're going to be shoved
into.

Editor: Has man attached a different meaning to
his existence than say man of fifty years ago, be-
fore the onslaught of technological innovation?

Banta: I think life has taken on a new meaning
for man, not in fifty year jumps, but like five year
jumps now. I'm thinking of the computer that I
used to program when I was at Columbia-that was
in 1958. Why, that's an archaic, outdated, stupid
thing that used tubes instead of transistorized
material for processing information, and a lot of
cards-you had endless cards. Programming was a
mess. Today a computer is one-third the size of
that old IBM 650, processing things at thousands
of times that rate. It's an incredible thing. Now
you get trained in one computer this week and
next week there is another generation of that com-
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puter so that it raises a very serious question about
education. What are you being trained' for? In five
years you are specializing with things that are, by
the time you are in your fifth year, are five years
old from when you started. And they're outdated
by the time you get your degree and walk to the
first interview for ajob. The question is, "What can
be trained in the university that's going to be last-
ing?". The lasting thing is usually something like
conformity so you can fit in like a transistorized
part into the next computer you're going to be
shoved into. That's the lasting thing that gets
trained, I'm afraid, in a lot of education. And that
scares me.

Editor:Then, are we losing sight of the real values
of life?

Banta: Yeah. I don't know what you are doing
over there in the Engineering College, bu t I hope
you are keeping your eye on how to live - how to
enjoy and how to have a tranquil feeling with your-
self, a self that you can live with.

Editor: What do you mean by that?

Banta: Well, I don't know. It's pretty vague, I
suppose, compared to the calculus, but it's the ex-
pression I would see on a Zen Master's face, that
relaxed face, not that terrified, overpressurized,
martini-drinking face of middle America today. I
understand why they feel uptight. I understand
why they feel driven. I understand why they want
to get a car, and a bigger house, and then a second
car, and a second house, and a second TV set, and
a second BankAmericard. They don't have
to face all the decisions that you have to be
making. There was a time you could ignore the
war: you can't ignore it now- it's in your living
room, They bring it in live now, practically, and
that's a different world. So I can understand why a
guy goes for the martini, bu t there are a lot of
other values tha t he could be thinking abou t.
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Professor Thomas J. Banta received his
B.A. degree in Psychology from Ohio State Uni-
versity in 1955. He received his M.A. in Experi-
mental Psychology and Ph.D. in Social Psychol-
ogy from Columbia University in 1956 and
1960 respectively. He spent a year in Kampala,
Uganda (1968-69) as a Visiting Professor of
Social Psychology at the University of East
Africa. He currently is a Professor of Psychol-
ogy and Adjunct Professor of Psychology at V.C.
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Editor: Is it at all possible for man to adjust to his
new surroundings and does the advance of tech-
nology produce some of man's anxieties?

Banta: It's possible. You asked two questions:
"Is it possible for him to adapt?", and "Does tech-
nology produce some problems?" Both of those
are true. That is, technology can take over. I think
in many respects it has taken over. Like the fact
that we have this tape recorder, structuring how
we're going to proceed here. I mean, this micro-
phone sitting here, the tape recorder is rumbling

-over there, an-d you don't have to take notes so
that the transcription of this interview is going to
be a different kind of interview than one where we
didn't have a sophisticated device like a tape re-
corder to put in our pocket and bring over here. I
might have to actually personally go talk with engi-
neers rather than get it on electronic tape.

You said there are something like 2400 copies
are going to go out. Well, some alumni are going to
read them, right?, and some faculty are going to
read them, and they never know me as a person,
and the inflections in my voice, and the feelings
that I have about things doesn't really come
through except through this symbolic and
technical fashion. So I'm once or twice or three
times removed from the very people I would like
to share some ideas with. And that's a
technological achievement?!

When I was in Africa two years ago (I spent a
year there with my family at Makerere University),
I got a tremendous appreciation for what they call
the oral tradition. That is direct communication,
person to person, of the village elder to his tribe on
a personal basis - Nothing intervening like this
magnetic tape over here. Nothing intervening like
one person relaying from the leader something
back to the tribe, but a direct personal type of
thing.

. . . but what if it would mean if en-
gineers were to in fact organize around a
principle of humanism; that is not the
bridge first or the road first, but people
first - what do the people need?

Editor: Do you feel the engineer should assume a
position of responsibility for the social effects of
his innovations?

Banta: He's got to. I don't have much to draw on
because I don't have an engineer for a friend, but I
had to begin thinking about what this meant and
you know. it just staggers me when I stop to think
how many things engineers do and have done and
will do for culture - the buildings, they'll put up
the bridges. you know all that rap - but what it
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would mean if engineers were to in fact organize
around a principle of humanism; that is, NOT THE
BRIDGE FIRST OR THE ROAD FIRST, BUT
PEOPLE FIRST - WHAT DO THE PEOPLE
NEED? They have a tremendous amount of politi-
cal power in their hands because they are trained
technically, and can withhold their services! They
have services which could be withheld. A tremen-
dous thing. They say "No, I'm sorry. I know how
to design that road, but that happens to be a beau-
tiful grove of redwood trees. Now, you remove
those, you've removed. a very, very fine contribu-
tion to our culture." And a road. It's like the
policeman said at Altomont. He was observing this
influx of the people coming in to hear the rock
music. And he said "Y ou know, it's really remark-
able, these roads. All these roads for people to
drive to vaction areas, to see lakes and trees and
mountains, and we tear up lakes and trees and
mountains in order to build the roads so people
can get to places so they can see lakes and trees
and mountains." That's a paradox of our age. And
the engineer has this vast control. I wish he'd exer-
cise it.

... if we leave a cloud of dust be-
hind, we're going to run into it again,
pretty soon.

Editor: Do you think mankind will exercise proper
judgment and self-control to utilize the tech-
nological wonders that our modern era makes avail-
able to us?

Banta: Well, at this stage it's like McLuhan calls
it, not an explosion, but an implosion. That is, on
this planet, the intercommunication systems are
getting so much more efficient and effective that
it's an implosion. We're getting smaller, not bigger .
So from that point of view, the perspective that
has to be in the mind every time something is built
and every time a natural resource is destroyed, is,
"What does this do for the planet, its surrounding
atmosphere, and where it's going to be the next
trip it makes around the sun?". In other words, if
we leave a cloud of dust behind, we're going to run
into it again pretty soon, and so that the big pic-
ture has to be kept in mind about this little plan-
etary rocket ship we're on here, circling the sun.
Because we're all in it together now, and there's no
way out of that. No way out of it save total des-
truction.

Editor: Do you view the impersonal type of com-
munication as the real tragedy or threat to our
peaceful co-existence with one another?
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Banta: There are a lot of people working on that Editor: Would engineering students get more out
much more seriously than I am, in a way. They are of a course if they were taught on a more personal
very much interested in revising the way social basis?
institutions work, so that there is a much more
personal interchange. It's going back to some basic Banta: Maybe what you're saying is that your
principles of human life, it's going back to saying courses are too impersonal, and that the teacher
that all the' knowledge' we have came about since has to come out from behind 'a protectivebarrier
Australopethicus. It came about only since man of status, of apartness (He knows you don't know).
got that set of frontal lobes that are so fantastic in I suppose there is some legitimacy to that in a
capacity, so that all that stuff came about because technical field. The teacher DOES know and you
of Iran. Didn't come from anyplace else. Came out don't know.
through man's energies and efforts, and so when If you respect the man, if he's not frightened, if
you see any destruction going on, man had a hand he can integrate over a complex series of symbols,
in it, typically, unless it's some natural disaster like and you say, "He's got it together, that's beautiful,
a volcano or a disease process. he knew what Newton was all ABOUT when he

So you have the applied professions like invented the calculus." I mean, he has a FEELING
engineering and like medicine, there to doctor for that. You say, "I would like to learn from that
things up and make it better for human existence. guy." If he's given the status and regard from the
It doesn't have to follow it's own laws. Although students, he may turn out to be a very human guy.
the tragedy is that it seems to be following it's own Not angry at you because he made an error on the
laws and we overlook the fact sometimes that it is blackboard and has to apologize to himself and get
humans who make the judgment, that a very angry at you because you're criticizing him for
interesting community should be torn down or making an error in an algebraic derivation.
farm country ought to be uprooted and a highway
put through. It's a human judgment, and I'm afraid Editor: Do you feel the Engineering student views
we're making too many errors. We have such his profession with an adequate awareness of his
efficient machines now; the road can be put social responsibilities?
through faster than a committee can decide
whether it should go through or not. And we Banta: I haven't any idea. We talked about that
simply have to stop that and say we're going to briefly, though, here. And if you are atypical as
wait for the committee because that's the editor of this magazine, I feel sorry because I think
democratic process. Because if it's going to be a that editorial you wrote had a lot of very good
humane democratic approach, it's got to keep the points in it (May '70 Cooperative Engineer ).
committee in control, it's got to keep the people The human problem, from a personal standpoint
and their specialized interest groups in control of of that engineer trying to pick a career, and as you
th e si tu a tion and not get overwhelmed by say he's got to make this decision much earlier
technology. because he's got a lot of commitments, he's got a

lot of formal mathematics to get out of the way
and that's a commitment. That means a lot of
study and a lot of sacrifice, very serious sacrifice
because all the time you guys are over THERE
working with that calculus, I'm having a BALL
with music and writing poetry. So you better make
up your minds. That's pretty heavy! You're
making that sacrifice for me. Since you're taking
care of the arithmetic over there, I can then write
poetry. I thank you very much for that! Because if
you haven't got it together through counseling,
through some professional help in making that
decision, making that meaningful, my God how
much of your like are you wasting?! With all that
formal education, the dropout problem you've got,
the lives that are wasted, the years of good human
lives that are wasted if they're caught in the wrong
stream. Why, I think a counseling service for
engineering is a very critical issue.

Editor: Do you think there should be more liberal
arts in the curriculum?
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Banta: I would hope so. I would like to see the
College of Engineering abolished. That is you're
too isolated. Like I don't know you. I would like
to know you because as I said I think you're doing
an incredibly important and central job in the new
culture, the new technology. That means it would
be enriching for me to know more engineers. Our
paths don't cross.

Editor: Should there be more freedom of choice in
the curriculum of the Engineering College?

Banta: Freedom is a difficult word. It means a
lot of different things to different people. Sure, I
think that's the trend, and it's a tragedy that lo-
cally, here, we have this terrible upset on our
campus. I mean, we're getting bomb threats and
the Administration is ·spending a lot of time solving
that problem of keeping this campus open. A lot of
us have put a lot of time in on that problem. It's
really taking our attention away from some critical
issues, like freedom in education. Freedom to
choose more of the courses that you feel will be
relevant. After all, it's like the student doesn't care
about his future.

I know very well that he cares about his future.
If he wants to get a good job, he's likely to select a
very very good curriculum given the proper coun-
seling about it. And he doesn't have to have it
written down to follow that. But I may misunder-
stand some of the necessary requirements in Engi-
neering. I mean, the Engineering faculty has to
speak to that issue. From what I hear, the Dean of
the Engineering College is really quite good about
thinking about new possibilities.

For example, one of the few class of people that
come through my course in Introductory Psychol-
ogy with a non-grading slip or pass-fail slip are the
engineers. You have that procedure worked out for
some of your electives. I like that very much. I
have the feeling that a number of engineers take

my course because they want to get loosened up in
terms of Liberal Arts thinking in terms of broader
issues. That's really nice. Even if it's only a few,
the others have their minds on other things. That's
fine with me. But it's really nice to have the few
engineers over there looking for a broader perspec-
tive than just that technical solution stuff, the trip
that most people are on.

Editor: Is there .any area you want to get into be-
fore we wind it up?

Banta: Well, I don't know, I've been holding this
dictionary on my lap because I looked up "engi-
neer". This particular one is Webster's New Col-
legiate Dictionary, and it starts out so NICE. Defin-
ition one is, "originally, the art of managing
engines." Well, that boils it down, I could become
an engineer because I like managing engines, too.
They're fascinating things. But definition two
brings us up to date. And this is why your head is
swimming over there, I'm sure. Listen to this thing.
It's a six-line definition:

"Applied science concerned with utilizing in-
organic products of earth, properties of
matter, sources of power in nature, and physi-
cal forces for supplying human needs in form
of structures, machines, manufactured prod-
ucts, precision instruments, industrial organi-
zation, the means of lighting, heating,
refrigeration, communication, transportation,
sanitation, and public safety, and other pro-
ductive work."

You have my heartfelt thanks. All of you, man
that's human culture. You're in CHARGE of it.
Far out.

Editor: What is Engineering's greatest challenge?

Banta: The last part of that definition -
OTHER PRODUCTIVE WORK.
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Look Into My Lens
If you think textbooks are boring read this.

Now that I have assumed a new position on the staff
of the Cooperative Engineer and reluctantly relinquished
the much coveted position as Engine Charlie photographer,
the true story can now be told. Every great photographer
makes a few mistakes no matter how minor, but not me. I
make mistakes all the time and they're real winners. Every-
time I sling two fully loaded Nikons around my neck and
put a girl in front of the lens, something invariably goes
wrong. In the past two years I have taken over 700 pictures
of Engine Charlie and almost every roll of film has recorded
at least one mistake (except in those instances where the
film didn't record anything).

It was a heavy, overcast Saturday in early
Autumn when I nervously set out on my first
assignment. In order- to obtain contrast in the pic-
tures I brought along a battery powered electronic
flash to serve as a fill-in light source. As the shoot-
ing session progressed the batteries became less
and less alive. Half-way into the third roll of film
the recycle time had diminished from five seconds
to fifty seconds. While this may not seem to be
much of a crisis, the girl thought it was. She was
posing in a bathing suit on the marble fountain in
front of CCM in 45 degree weather, with a crowd
slowly gathering as the recycle time increased.

Although the first session produced pictures of
the "I'll fix it in the darkroom" quali ty, the editor

Mike Mattei ME '71

gave this budding photographer a second chance.
With his advice of "get other people in the pic-
tures, make the girl look like she is part of the real
world," I again set out in order to better my pre-
vious attempt and record on film the latest Engine
Charlie, A35-2234. With camera in hand,
A35-2234, her boyfriend and I set out in search of
an appropriate background for the first pictures.
The Union was eventually pick-ed for a few choice
frames. It seemed funny, but as in front of CCM a
crowd had again formed. It's not bad enough the
girl has to be subjected to the gawking eye of my
camera, but she also has to endure the ogling
crowds. Well, after a few pictures, the next stop
was the lake in Burnett Woods where I accom-
plished the editors suggestion, children and ducks
in every picture. What a disaster! One thing I
learned that day was all that is needed in a picture
of a girl is a GIRL.

Onward in search of a unique setting, the Krohn
Conservatory was our next stop. After A35-2234
changed into a new outfit I posed her by the
bridge. While setting the camera she removed her
coat. My jaw dropped. There she stood in a two
piece bathing suit, which, to say the least, was a
surprise to me. Frantically, I began to take a few
pictures before anyone unexpectedly arrived on
the scene. With renewed zeal one picture after
another was velociously recorded until her boy-
friend informed me that two nuns were coming.

Mike Mattei is a senior Mechanical Engineer who graduated from Moeller High School in
1966. His co-op job is with Cincinnati Milacron where he works for the Grinder Division.
Mike, who enjoys photography, recently became Managing Editor of the Cooperative
Engineer after two years as staff photographer. Mike's activities also include Engineering
Tribunal, various committees and professional organizations.
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My heart stopped, but started up again at twice the give, but it wasn't my strength unfortunately. The
normal pace as I quickly helped A35-2234 with her neckrings holding the neckstrap to the camera
coat and shoes, in order to present a demure image. body let loose. In a split second it was all over - the
Being a p-e-a-c-e loving man I refrained from floor, one Nikon complete with lens.
belting her boyfriend as he enlightened us of his I t is a unique feeling to stand in front of a
lark. He was just kidding. crowd, knowing you have made an ass of yourself,

and struggle to retain the determination necessary
to complete the photo session. True to the Profes-
sion I picked up the camera (still in one piece),
clipped it back on the neckstrap, removed the
ravaged lenshood and resumed shooting with no
external signs of my intolerable anguish. This event
was the supreme blunder of my photographic
career.

My next ploy was to alter the look of the pic-
tures by having B36-2436 change into a new out-
fit. A large storage room with a lock on the door
provided an area for her metamorphosis. The next
problem entailed her belief that the door would
not prevent entry by an unwanted visitor. To solve
this problem my trusted assistant (an engineer fired
by aphrodisia) tried with diligence and assiduous
manipulation to open that door, but to no avail.
Thoroughly convinced that the door was locked B
36-2436 changed into her next outfit, a "see-
through" dress. Upon opening the door she
refused to pass through the doorway in her self-
chosen prurient rainment. Since she wouldn't come
to the camera I did what any red-blooded photog-
rapher would do - snapped a short telephoto lens
on the camera and fired twenty pictures as she
posed in the doorway.

"Do you want to be Engine Charlie?"

Relatively pleased with the results of my second
assignment, the editor decided to go with a proven
winner and seasoned veteran for the next job. Un-
able to find such a photographer in the ranks, I was
again let loose on an unsuspecting damsel.

Unaccustomed to "shooting" Engine Charlie in
crowded places, I slipped away on a cold, wintry
Friday night to rendezvous with B36-2436 at a
quiet, secluded location. After arriving at the Con-
vention Center with my trusted assistant and part
time caddy (he carried the film and lenses), we set
out to find Engine Charlie No. B36-2436. The
choice of using the Convention Center was made
after long and involved contemplation. My dead-
line was two days away and Friday night at her
place of employment, the Center, was the only
time she had available. The shooting session was
off to a tolerable start, but the crowds that
inevitably gathered were, on the other hand, a
vexatious aggravation.

Inherent in its design, the Center did not provide
any unique or unusual settings for a creative genius
to work, therefore, I was extremely hard-pressed
for revirescent ideas. After walking around for
awhile, we carne upon a display car that seemed to
present a new background. In a hurry to pose B
36-2436 before a crowd gathered, I helped her
onto the rear fender. This was a mistake. With two
cameras around my neck, lifting B36-2436 created
somewhat of a problem when her weight shifted in
mid-air. It was inevitable that something had to
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"I'll think about it, O.K.?"

Having sufficiently proven my ability to be
trusted as Engine Charlie photographer, I was given
assignment numbers C37-2536, D37-2636 and E
36-2536. The session with C37-2536 was relatively
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routine with a few minor mistakes. D37-2636 was
also routine except for one little misjudgment. I
thought it would be winsome to have a picture of
C37-2636's face with her hair blowing in the
breeze. As nature would have it the wind velocity
was zero or a little less. In order to create the look
of wind blown hair, I had C37-2536 run in front
of the camera a few times, four to be exact. The
end result was somewhat less than gratifying. In
addition to exhausting one girl, I was also able to
achieve pictures of questionable quality, ie., all
four pictures were terrible.

Onward to the last, bu t certainly not the least
episode of my glamorous career as Engine Charlie
photographer. E36-2536's pictures were to be
taken during a cold time of the year, the winter.
Personally detesting cold weather, I thought it
would be appropriate to "shoot" indoors. It just so
happened that a friend of mine had an apartment

"I want you to be Engine Charlie!"

about two blocks away from her house. I felt that
an apartment would be less crowded than the Con-
vention Center, but this was not to be the case.
After twenty minutes, a good crowd of male and a
few female residents decided they needed a cup of
sugar or something. Whatever they needed it took a
long time for them to obtain it. It wasn't bad
enough that I had to photograph E36-2536 in
close quarters, but I also had to contend with a
crowd and occasionally answer the door (I had a
real sugar crisis on my hands). Between the close
quarters, poor lighting, the rain outside, the gather-
ing crowd and the great time I was having, I man-
aged to still get a few pictures taken - 198 all
together in approximately four hours.

When "shooting" pictures, I encountered some
trouble with the electronic flash. Although the re-
cycle time was holding constant at three seconds, I
occasionally found myself taking pictures at the
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"Engine Charlie or the den of lions?"

rate of one every two seconds. The problem, at
least to a photographer, is obvious. I was exceeding
the recycle time thereby not allowing the strobe to
fully charge, thus causing strobe firing at partial
charge. The result - pictures underexposed by a
factor equal to the reciprocal of the shooting rate
(l/sec.) multiplied by the recycle time (sec.) as-
suming a linear recycle time. Luckily, I wasn't so
dexterous through the whole session or else more
pictures would have been underexposed.

It seems as though all good things must come to
an end and now I have told my story of the
rewarding days I experienced as Engine Charlie
photographer. I am now a trained, well-versed, sea-
soned veteran qualified to make more and even
better mistakes than many of my proteges. Put out
to pasture after a career of two short years, the old
photographers' adage comes to mind, "the better
the equipment, the better the pictures". The only
thing that my sophisticated equipment (two
Nikons) enabled me to do was make better mis-
takes.

"Don't worry the photographer will show up."
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If you don't like the way people talk to each other,
we'll pay you to change it.

We're in the communications business.
And during the next 30 years we're going to upgrade all the equip-

ment we now have in order to provide even better serviceto our 6 million
existing customers.

As if that weren't enough we're also going to have to come up with
enough new equipment to provide telephone service to about 26 million
more people. As well as equipment for a much more extensive data com-
munications program.

We need enough people (electrical, civil, mechanical and industrial
engineers, designers, accountants and economists) to plan, design, build
and operate a company that will be four times bigger than we are today.
We also need engineers, researchers and scientists to develop electronic
switching equipment, laser and other communications systems we'll be
using 10'025 and 50 years from now.

But this is only one part of our communications business.
Our Sylvania people, for example, are involved in other types of

communications. Like color television sets, satellite tracking stations
and educational television so/stems.

Automatic Electric, Lenkurt, UItronic Systems and some of our other
companies, subsidiaries and divisions are working on advanced types of
integrated circuitry, electro-opticals and communications systems be-
tween people and computers and between computers and computers.

So if you think you have something to say about the way people talk
to each other ... we're ready to listen.

General Telephone &Electronics
Equal Opportunity Employer

Sylvania Electric Products· Lenkurt Etectric > Automatic Etectric > Telephone Companies in 34 States ·0 General Telephone Directory Company> General Telephone & Electronics Laboratories
General Telephone & Electronics International· GT&E Data Services· GT&E Communications



JOB OFFERS DECLINE

Mr. Sam Sovilla, Associate Dean of Professional
Development for Career Relations, says that al-
though the average starting salaries for engineers
are not suffering, the number of offers being made
this year is somewhat below previous levels. Start-
ing salaries rose an average of 5.6% for engineering
in general last year; however, the number of jobs
offered in 1969-70 was down 34% from the pre-
vious year. This is after an 11% increase in offers in
'68-'69 over thatprevious year; Mr. Sovilla says that
this was the first decrease in the number of job'
offers since the 1940's. Except for a sharp cut-back
in defense related industries, there is not a massive
decline in jobs available. It is largely a matter that
the prospective employee must be more flexible in
his career goals as employers become more selec-
tive, Mr. Sovilla indicates; he advises that the
senior schedule many interviews and keep an open
mind in his consideration of the opportunities
available.

NEW FACULTY

Increasing interest in nuclear engineering at D.C.
has motivated the Department of Chemical and
Nuclear Engineering to acquire new staff members.
They are Dr. James N. Anno, Associate Professor
of Nuclear Engineering and Dr. John M. Christen-
son, Assistant Professor of Nuclear Engineering.
Dr. Anno will be the director of the nuclear re-
search labs. Also new to the department is Dr.
Charles D. Fournier, Assistant Professor of Chemi-
cal Engineering.

All three me n will participate in undergraduate
and graduate programs. They should provide new
viewpoin ts and stimuli for students in the Depart-
me nt of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering.
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Doug Mehlhorn, E.E. '73

Rick Davies, E.E. '73

Jim Mcfronald, E.E. '73

SENIOR RING AWARD

Due to circumstances last spring, the Senior
Ring was never formally presented. However, the
Tribunal did select Gene A1lspach to receive the
award. Gene, a graduate of the Chemical Engi-
neering Department, maintained a 3.49 G.P.A.
while participating in many varied activities. Gene
was a member of ODK, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Delta
Epsilon, Alpha Chi Sigma, and the American Insti-
tute of Chemical Engineers. He also served the
"Cooperative Engineer" three years, two of those
as New Editor.

In the area of student government, Gene served
on the Engineering Tribunal for three years. He
was president of Tribunal during his senior year.
He served on ten Joint Student-Faculty-Administ-
rative Committees such as the Undergraduate
Advisory Council and the Tribunal College Course
Evaluation Committee.

It is obvious from the above credentials that
Gene well deserves the recognition symbolized by
the Senior Ring Award.

MINIATURE COMPUTERS

Do you have a long list of calculations to per-
form but no "360" job card? Great! The newly-
operational computation room is aimed just for
that purpose. Located in 837 Rhodes Hall, it
houses two Dietzgen 7410 programmable calculators
and one Wang calculator. They are ideal for those
repetitious computations which require more
accuracy than the slide rule. The computation
room is maintained by Professor Harlowe and may
be used weekdays eight to five.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



HYBRID COMPUTER MOVED TO RHODES NEWSLETTER WILL BE CONTINUED

The all-university hybrid computer facility was During the summer quarter, Section II began
moved from Swift Hall to 890 Rhodes Hall on Sep- publishing a bi-monthly Newsletter. It was felt that
tember 23. The facility consists of an Applied this Newsletter could help to improve communica-
Dynamics 4 analog computer coupled to an IBM tions within the College of Engineering. Due to the
1130 digital computer together with I/O equip- success of the Newsletter, Section I Tribunal has
ment. Added to this equipment this year is a new decided that its publication should be continued
Model 718 Calcom p plotter owned by the Elec- on a bi-mon thly basis.
trical Engineering Department. The facility was All types of news will be accepted for publica-
financed jointly by the Univeristy of Cincinnati tion, including such items as social events, aca-
and the National Science Foundation. demic matters, announcements of awards and

Dr. Raible of the Electrical Engineering Depart- appointments, and any other items of interest to
ment, professor in charge of the hybrid computer, the faculty and students of the College of Engi-
explains that the hybrid computer is intended for neering. Anyone may submit an article. Articles for
use by the entire university community. Several publication should be submitted to the Office of
departments in the Engineering College, biomedical Student Affairs, Room 646, Baldwin Hall, or to
engineering, and the Children's Hospital Cardiac Newsletter Editor, Lew Soloway, As E'71, or to
Lab are currently using the hybrid facility for their Assistant Editor Jim Blackburn, Ch E'73.
projects. Graduate students will use the facility According to Lew Soloway, 'The Engineering
often for work on their research projects, and some College Newsletter is your way of letting people
upper level undergraduate courses are being offered know and finding out for yourself 'what's hap-
in hybrid computation using the computer by the pening' in the College. Take advantage of the
EE department. Newsletter-it's for you."
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STUDENT-RUN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

Dr. William D. McElroy, Director of the Na-
tional Science Foundation, announces plans to
initiate a new program in fiscal year 1971 to sup-
port student-initiated, student-planned, and stu-
dent-directed research aimed at solving some of the
pressing problems of our present-day society.

Called Student-Originated Studies, the new pro-
gram will provide support to interdisciplinary
groups of students (graduate students may be in-
cluded) proposing to attack either a single problem
or a group of related problems focused on the gen-
eral area of environment - physical, biological, or
social.

Each group of students will be expected to name
one student to serve as project director, to prepare
a proposal to the Foundation, and to submit the
proposal through a college or university that agrees
to serve as fiscal agent for the group.

The student group will be expected to include
students from the institution that acts as fiscal
agent but may also recruit additional students from
other institutions. Proposals will be expected to
name a faculty member adviser from the fiscal-
agent institution as well as the student director.

Among the experimental grants made by NSF's
Special Projects in Science Education unit was an
award, in July 1969, to Associated Students of the
California Institute of Technology (ASCIT), for a
study of "Man and the Environment."

Guidelines for proposal preparation for the Stu-
dent-Originated Studies Program can be obtained
by writing to:

Student-Originated Studies
Division of Undergraduate Education
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550
Proposals will be expected to be filled with the

Foundation no later than December 1, 1970, and
following competitive evaluation, successful pro-
posers will be notified by January 30, 1971, so
that projects can be activated in the summer of
1971.

This is the last time I'll have a blind date with an engineer.
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Dr. Shapton will be a little late for class?

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE DEPARTMENT

Mrs. Mossbacker, Associate Dean of Professional
Development for Professional Practice is optimistic
about the Univeristy of Cincinnati co-op program
despite present economic conditions. She cites
U.C. 's reputation with co-op employers, the struc-
tured rules and guidelines of the co-op program,
and the quarter system of work sessions as impor-
tant factors in maintaining an effective program.
Mr. Peters, career counselor for Aerospace Engi-
neering, agrees that an excellent general reputation
that U.C. co-ops have made in the past, is paying
off now during the present economic slump. After
attending a directors' meeting at Virginia Poly-
technic Institute in September, Mrs. Mossbacker
reports that V.C. is doing much better than almost
any other school in placing co-ops in relevant jobs.

In an effort to plan ahead, approxima tely eleven
hundred letters have been sent to active co-op
employers and some potential employers to supple-
ment company visits by the career counselors. The
purpose is to predict future co-op job availability
and to· utilize employment opportunities in differ-
ent fields at a given company to best advantage
(many employers hire co-ops from more than one
department).

The Aerospace Department has been most af-
fected by the current economic situation; accord-
ing to Mr. Peters, the job situation in the Aero-
space Department was very bad last summer al-
though it is now somehat improved. Generally, all
students in the other departments have been placed
in related co-op jobs.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



ENGINEERING COLLEGE COUNCILS
AND COMMITTEES

The structure of the College Councils and
Committees have recently been changed in an
attempt to improve their effectiveness. By
regrouping and combining the previously existing
committees, the number of councils and
committees was reduced to six. These include the
following:

1. Educational Council - This committee
develops, reviews, and advances the educational
programs and policy of the College at the
baccalaureate level; it recommends degree
requirements, coordinates all curricula, and
recommends curricula changes and adoptions to
the faculty. It also recommends the appointment
of other committees related to curriculum
functions.

2. Academic Standards - This committee
rec om ill en d s c ri teria governing registration,
grading, scholastic stand, faculty actions, and
related matters. It is responsible for the publication
of the "Student Guide" and it acts on irregular
registration petitions.

3. Computers in Engineering - This committee
is responsible for developing, defining, and
representing the interests and requirements of
Engineering students and Faculty members-at-large
in the University and College computer facilities.

4. Library - This committee makes
recommendations concerning the most effective
means of operating, utilizing, and increasing the
resources of the Engineering Library.

5. Recognition - This committee coordinates
the selection of recipients of awards and honors
available to students and faculty of the College and
promotes and arranges appropriate recognition for
the award recipients.

6. Student Financial Aid - This committee
selects recipients of scholarships other than tuition
and industrial scholarships. It may also, when
requested, make recommendations on requests for
student loans.

NEW TRIBUNAL OFFICERS

Tribunal officers for the 1970-1971 school year are
as follows:

Presiden t - Dennis Buede
Vice-President - Eric Anderson
Recording Secretary - Richard Lenyk
Corresponding Secretary - Dave Bowman
Treasurer - William Steedman
Historian - Jim Black burn
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A MUST
FOR CIVIL

ENGINEERS

authoritative new manual covers
methods for pavement rehabilitation
ASPHALT OVERLAYS and PAVEMENT REHABILITATION,
First Edition (Manual Series No. 17) contains 134 fact-
packed pages, all about Asphalt overlays and pavement
rehabilitation. Complete with drawings, charts and photo-
graphs, it simplifies the subject for the engineer respon-
sible for road and street rehabilitation and maintenance.
Contents include latest information about such matters as:

• Pavement condition survey methods
• Preparing pavements for overlays
• Design and construction of Asphalt

overlays, shoulders, pavement widen-
ing, and appurtenances

• Testing procedures and guide specifi-
cations.

11Ie AsphalllnSlilUIe
Engineering • Research • Education

Students and Instructors: For your FREE copy of
MS-17, 1st Edition, please fill out and mail to The
Asphalt Institute, College Park, Maryland 20740
Name. _

Class and degree (or title) _
Schoo 1 _

Address, _

City State Zip _
-----------------------
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Thermal energy is his field. And since 1968,
Bob' Pfahl has been doing research and develop-
ment in radiant heat transfer on the staff of Western
Electric's Engineering Research Center.

Well-backgrounded, Bob holds three degrees
from Cornell University-e a bachelor's in mechani-
cal engineering, and a
master's and doctorate
(received in 1965) in heat
transfer.

"My job is self-moti-
'vati ng," said Bob." I have to
look ahead to see where
I think research should be
done."

And one such area
was the design of heating
equipment. Western Elec-
tric uses radiant heating in
a variety of manufacturing
processes because it's
quick and inexpensive,
and because it can be ap-
plied at a distance.

However, because of the limitations of existing
reflectors, radiant heating has been limited to small
areas. Bob has developed a reflector shape which
uniformly distributes energy from a compact mer-
cury arc lamp over larger circular areas.

. "Many projects grow out of previous or exist-
ing work," Bob said. He explained that in order to
calculate the reflector shape, he had to first design
an instrument to measure reflectance of the reflec-
tor material.

"But we're well supported here at Western
Electric," said Bob. "We
have very fine lab equip-
ment-and can obtain the'
equipment we need."

So Bob designed and
built his "spectral bi-direc-
tional reflectometer." It
provides data for a com-
puter program he created
that calculates reflector
shape by numerically inte-
grating a set of differential
equations.

Bob is currently work-
~ ing on the development of

an even newer type reflec-
tor which will distribute
energy from line type fila-

ment lamps over a large rectangular area. An array
of these reflectors will allow the uniform heating of
almost any size workpiece.

"We're free to look around for our own proj-
ccts," said Bob. ") like that-that's why I'm here."

Western Electric
An Equal Opportunity Employer

"There's a little more
freedom here to direct my
own research than at
most company labs:'

Bob Pfahl, Western Electric
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Last year, murder was up 7%. Rape was up 17%.
Robbery was up 14%.

It's getting to the point where a woman can't show her
face on a dark street. And grown men are running scared.
Sadly, crime has become a part of our everyday lives.

Where do we turn for help? To police, of course. But
why not also to engineers?

Engineers at ,General Electric set out to develop a more
'efficient streetlight. And they came up with one of
the most efficient crime fighters ever invented.

It's called the Lucaloxf lamp. It puts twice as much light
on a street as any other lamp without any extra operating
cost. AridwhereverLucalox has gone up, crime has gone
down. By 50% or more in city after city.

But that's 'not all an engineer can do. He might design
communications equipment that enables one patrolman to
do the job of two. Or a complex of traffic monitors that
puts twenty cops back on the beat. Or even a patrol car to do
its special jobs in a better way. ,

It's sometimes hard for people to realize that engineers,
with their technology, can solve social problems. But, in
fact, some social problems can't be solved any other way.

So if you're an engineer who's bothered by social
problems, you're in a unique position to help.

General Electric could use your help. We see more
problems around us than we know how to solve. So what we
need is more engineers.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An equal opportunity employer




